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SECTION , A

Very short answer type questions (Answer all 10 questions of 1 mark each)

1. State Gauss's in electrostatics

2. Write are the, differeniial form of Gauss law

3.. Define the term electric potential

4. Write the mathematical form of Poisson's equation.

5. What is meant by dielectric polarization?

6. State Ampere's circuital law

7. State the Faraday's laws of electromagnetic induction

I What is meant by skin etfect?

P.T.O.



9. Whal is impedanqe?

10. What is the superposition theorem?

(10x1=.t0Marks)
SECTION . B

Short answer type questions (Answer any eight questions of Z marks each)

1 1. Obtain Coulomb's larry from Gauss's laly

12. Diaw the variation of electric field due to an isolated unlformly charged
conducting sphere, with distance.

,3. Establish the relation E = -V v

14. What is an electric dipole? Obtain an expression for the potential at any point due
to a dipole

15. What is the relation between polarization and induced surface charge density?

16. State and explain Gauss's law for magnetostatics.

17. Explain how Maxwell fixed Ampere's law.

18. Derive an expression for the r.m.s. value of an alternating current

19. Derive an expression for magnitude of Displacement current.

20. What is the Q factor of an ac circuit?

21. Estabtish the relation I = p, = (H + M)

22. Write a shorl note on magnetic vector potential

23. State and prove Coulomb's theorem.

24. Write a short note on "accepto/' and "rejecte/' circuit in A. C. circuit.

25. State 'maximum power transfer theorem' and give its application.

26 Brieflyexplain Norton'sequivalentcircuit.

(8x2=16Marks)
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SECTION - C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

27. A sphere of diameter 0.05 m is charged to a potential of 1 000 volts. Calculate the
outward pull per unil area.

28. A cylinder of large length his a charge ol 2 x lOa Cm-1. Find the electric field at
a distance of 0.2 m from it.

29. An inflnite charged sheet has a charge density of 1 x 1O'7 Clm2. How far apart
are the equipotential surfaces whose potentials differ by 5 volts?

30. Eleckic charge is distributed uniformly on the surface of a spherical. rubber
balloon. How does the potential changes as the balloon is filled with air

31. The dielectric conslant of water is 78. Calculate its electrical permittivity.

32. Find the magnetic field at a distance r from a long straight wire carrying a steady
current I using the Ampere's law.

33. The current through an inductance of 500 mH is increased from O lo 4A in 0.02s.
Calcutate the induced emf in the inductance.

34. A magnetic induction ol 2 x 1Oa Wbm-2 in vacuum produces a magnetic flux of
2.4 x 1oa Wb in a bar of area of cross-saction 2 x 1O-5 m2. Calculate the
intensity of magnetisation.

35. lf the A, C. main supply is given to be 220 V, wl\al would be the average emf
during a positive half-cycle?

36. Calculate mean or average value of A.C voltage for a half cycle

3/. An isolated and charged spherical soap bubble has a radius r and the pressure
inslde is atmospheric. lf T is the surface tension of soap solution, show that the

bubble must have a potential zJTr.l;J

38. A circu consists of a non-inductive resistance of 50 ohms, an inductance of 0.3
Henry, and a resistance of 2 ohms and a capacitor of 40rrF in series and is
supplied with 200 volts at 50 Hz. Find the impedance, the current, lag or lead and
the power in the circuit.

(6x4=24Marks)
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SECTION - D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

39. Apply Gauss's law to flnd the electric field intensity inside and outside uniformly
charged spherical shell.

40. Derive expressions for the electric potential at (a) an external point (b) an internal
point, due to a uniformly charged non conducting solid sphere.

41. What do you mean by magnetic vector potential? Derive an expression for the
vector potenlial of a curent loop. Apply it io lind the magnetic fleld near a long
straight wire carrying current.

42. Derive Maxwell's equation in free space.

43. An alternating emf is applied to a circuit containing an inductor, capacitor and
resistor in series. Obtain the expression for the current, impeCance and phase of
currenl.

44. State Thevenin's theorem and prove it in case of a two terminal network.
(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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